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[Abstract] Stomata embedded in the epidermis of terrestrial plants are important for CO₂ absorption and water transpiration, and are possible points of entry for pathogens. Thus, the regulation of stomatal apertures is extremely important for the survival of plants. Furthermore, stomata can respond via accurate change of stomatal apertures to a series of extracellular stimuli such as phytohormones, pathogens, ozone, drought, humidity, darkness, CO₂, visible light and UV-B radiation, so stomatal bioassay is widely used to dissect signal transduction mechanisms of plant cells in responses to multiple stimuli. This protocol describes how to measure stomatal apertures in leaves of model plant Arabidopsis thaliana under multiple treatments.

Materials and Reagents

1. Leaves of Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana)
2. Ethanesulfonic acid (Mes)-KOH
3. MES/KCl buffer, pH 6.15 (see Recipes)

Equipment

1. Light microscope
2. Eyepiece micrometer and stage micrometer
3. Glass slide and cover glass
4. 6-cm diameter Petri plates
5. Eyebrow brush (Yellow wolf hair, length of hair: 0.8 cm, width of hair: 0.8 cm)
6. Tweezers

Procedure

1. Sampling
Arabidopsis seedlings were gown in plant growth chambers under a 16-h light/8-h dark cycle, a photon flux density of 0.1 mmol/m²/s, and a day/night temperature cycle of 18 °C/22 °C for 4-6 weeks. The youngest, fully expanded and flat leaves were harvested for
immediate use.

**Notes:**

a. **To avoid any potential rhythmic effects on stomatal aperture, sampling was always started at the same time of day and avoided at midday.**

b. **For all treatments, the leaves at same developmental stage were always sampled.**

c. **For each treatment, at least three leaves originated from different plants and at same developmental stage were harvested.**

2. **Opening the stomata**

For stomatal closing experiments, to ensure stomata at fully opened stage before starting of treatments, the fresh sampled flat leaves were first floated with their abaxial surfaces facing up on MES/KCl buffer (15 ml) in 6-cm diameter Petri plates for 2-3 h at 22 °C under light condition (0.1 mmol/m²/s) to open the stomata, and then for subsequent treatments.

3. **Treating samples**

Once the stomata were fully open (checked by microscope as the following 5 procedure), the leaves were then floated on MES/KCl buffer alone or containing various compounds or inhibitors for required time at 22 °C under the same white light condition mentioned above or under the desired conditions. Control treatments involved addition of buffer or appropriate solvents used with inhibitors.

**Notes:**

a. **For each treatment, at least three leaves originated from different plants were treated.**

b. **As the epidermal strips is easier peeled from the abaxial surface than the paraxial surface of Arabidopsis leaves, we only peeled epidermal strips from abaxial surface of leaves for subsequent measurement of stomatal aperture. Thus, for treatments of UV-B radiation as well as other lights, to ensure the abaxial surface of leaves receiving same dose of UV-B radiation as well as other lights, the leaves were floated with their abaxial surfaces facing up and perpendicular to the light on MES/KCl buffer in all treatments including opening stomata.**

4. **Peeling epidermal strips and making slides**

After the above treatments, the leaf was taken out from MES/KCl buffer and a piece of filter paper was used to absorb the MES/KCl buffer on the surface of leaf. The leaf were flatly placed on a glass slide with its abaxial surfaces facing up, a tweezers was used to clamp a part of abaxial epidermis and mesophyll cells near the tip of leaf and the epidermal strips were quickly peeled along with the direction of the main leaf veins. Then, the peeled epidermal strips were immediately immersed in the corresponding treated buffer and pushed on the bottom of Petri plates by a forceps, the remained mesophyll cells were gently removed from epidermal strips by an eyebrow brush (Figure 1), and the
tip of epidermal strip clamped by tweezers with more mesophyll cells was cut off, then slides were made with the corresponding treating buffer.

Figure 1. Eyebrow brush

5. Measurement of stomatal apertures with a light microscope
Install eyepiece micrometer and stage micrometer in your used light microscope, calibrate micrometer scale, and fifty to ninety randomly selected stomatal apertures were scored under the calibrated microscope in each replicate and treatments were repeated at least three times. The data are presented as means ± SE derived from one-way ANOVA.

Figure 2. Eyepiece micrometer and stage micrometer

Recipes

1. MES/KCl buffer, pH 6.15 (500 ml)
   1.86375 g 50 mM KCl
   5.549 mg 0.1 mM CaCl₂
   1.066 g 10 mM Mes-KOH (pH 6.15)
   Stored at room temperature and used for one week
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